Advertisement 1:
Learn and Love it! It's time to enjoy education! Whether you are wondering where the secret
cave to the fastest growing crystals are, or the world's tiniest primate, or the patent to the fastest method
of petrification, it delves even further into the depths of mystery and in the micrscopes of the most
amazing discoveries of the centuries!
Join Scientists as they dig for dinosaurs, dive for treasures, launch into space in search for more
answers to our origin!
It's better than it really seems as scientists from all over the place have dedicated their work and
videos for our kids to see for free! That's right! No cost to you at all!
Whether it's learning about the scientific laws, the evolutionary hypotheses or theological aspect
s of science, equip yourself with solid answers that you can also get from our Scientist Blog!
Adventure awaits! So sign up today for a free archive that eventually will thrive into an
amazing step by step club database with prizes, free materials, radio dramas, and videos! And look us
up on any of your devices!
Advertisement 2
Look at this! Go ahead and sign yourself up for some awesome adventures into the world of
science whether on land, air or sea! What about underground!? Let's go! Make a profile and begin
surfing our videos, and online database and support our endeavors as we assemble a club you can go
crazy about!
Stay up to date with scientific discoveries, scientist's recent research, and the most interesting
information you have ever heard! And it's completely free!
The bonus to signing up is to access our “Ask A Scientist” Blog where you can ask
professionals scientific questions and receive answers!
Kids Find Truth is all about reaching kids with education, that is presented by Truth and
Evidence!
So Let's go! Start a profile and jump in!
Advertisements 3
Science! Facts, and Videos! Cool! Animals, Dives, Space Journeys, and Ocean Voyages,
Whether learning on land or on sea, the fun is never ending!
Music, Dramas, Videos, Print offs, and prizes it's all in the club database we are heading for!
Help it become possible by signing up and supporting the beginning stages of Kids Find Truth Science
Club! The place to learn and love it!

